
SUITABLE FOR: All ages - up to 8 people at once 
 
GREAT FOR: Christmas Parties, Corporate Events &  
 Exhibitions, Commercial Events, School Balls, 
 Fun Days & Community Events 
 
SET UP: Inside or Outside - must be staked down on  
 grass if used outside.  
 
REQUIRES: Standard electrical power 
 
SIZES: 5.4m width x 6m length X 4m height 
 
OPTIONAL EXTRAS: 
 - 50x key rings             
 - Christmas foiled photo mounts (min 100)  
 - Thunderbolt Anchoring (large)       
 - Additional set of prints        
 
WHAT’S INCLUDED: 
 - 4 hour hire 
 - Inflatable snow globe with winter background and  
    snow, mat for shoes 
 - Attendant to assist guests entering and exiting  
 - 1x photographer, DSLR camera and photo printer— 
    unlimited visits (only on photography option) 
 

We love them as decorations and it’s always been our 
childhood nostalgia, so why not create your own 
memories in the very own inflatable snow globe!  

Think indoor (warm) snow, the perfect winter  
wonderland back drop complete with snowman and 
reindeer and the option to have a photographer for 
hire too – the inflatable snow globe is suitable for all 
ages as well as indoor and outdoor use, the snow 
globe is always the biggest attraction at any Christmas 
themed event!  

Photography option includes having prints branded 
with corporate designs and logos, unlimited entries 
into the globe for photos, prints available on demand 
(with various optional extras for photo prints and  
varieties available), photographer and DSLR camera 
with photo printer.  

CUSTOMER REVIEWS 

“Would not hesitate to use your again.  Delivery  
attendant was very, very good, great attitude, very polite 
and friendly on arrival and then collection.”   
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Journey through your very own magical 

winter wonderland this Christmas.  

Experience life in an inflatable snow globe 

and create your own Christmas card snaps!  
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